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Introduction
On Wikipedia, most content and conduct disputes are handled by groups of volunteers.
Accordingly, reports of such disputes are first routed to them, and only in cases of immediate
danger or outsized harm do reports bypass this volunteer system and go directly to the
Foundation’s Trust & Safety team. At this stage in our ongoing project on creating private
reporting systems for Wikipedia and other Wikimedia projects, we could learn from
investigating peer platforms’ implementation of private reporting systems. As our editors
access multiple online platforms in their digital lives, other platforms’ reporting systems will
inform their expectations, and so should be considered for our own future designs.
Though many platforms online incorporate some form of reporting system, these typically
channel user reports directly to an in-house or contracted team of employees. This makes
them most analogous to the use of the emergency@wikimedia.org reporting channel.
However, this makes them different to the types of reporting systems to which our community
is accustomed, and thus the types of reporting systems we will be expected to use as a basis for
design.
By conducting a review of existing best practices documents and research on this subject, we
can create an assessment rubric to evaluate private peer-to-volunteer reporting systems. Some
of the most prominent platforms using such a system include Reddit and Facebook Groups. We
can run these platforms through this rubric, and additionally compare the current state of
Wikipedia’s reporting systems, for a comparative understanding of these mechanisms.

Designing a rubric
This rubric looks at four major areas: accessibility, ease of use, communications, and privacy.
There are two versions of the rubric for each platform, one from a user’s perspective, and one
from a moderator’s perspective.
Each quality being assessed can be rated as “complete”, “partial”, or “sparse”. Complete means
that the system being assessed has implemented the quality in question in great depth, partial
means an implementation with caveats or other limitations, and sparse indicates incomplete or
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minimized implementation. Complete does not necessarily mean good, nor does sparse mean
bad. These categories are meant to illuminate the design priorities of these systems; for some
categories, one could hypothetically find fault with both a “complete” implementation of the
quality, or the “sparse” version.
The cutoffs for these three rankings were determined based on usability.gov guidelines,
available research on reporting system features, and my own expertise regarding reporting
system usage both as a volunteer moderator and as a user of reporting systems. These criteria
were chosen keeping in mind some of the specific needs of a reporting system for
Wikiprojects: for example, though none of the reporting systems assessed prioritized public
logging of reports, the value of transparency on wikis means that this was one of the criteria
chosen for assessment.
Finally, this rubric was designed to assess only the technical reporting system, the mechanism
by which a user could make a report and send that report to a volunteer moderator. It is not
meant to take into account social practices: for example, though it is common practice on
English Wikipedia to notify a user mentioned in a report, it cannot be done through the actual
process of reporting, which is simply writing a report in an open text field.
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Reddit
One important detail to keep in mind is that Reddit is currently undergoing a thorough
redesign. This means that some pages, mostly the ones for users, have been redesigned and
now follow a generally coherent visual style. However, other pages or subreddit-specific
customizations for reporting have been disrupted as a result. For example, it was previously
common practice for a subreddit to display its rules in the sidebar. However, following the
redesign, these rules only show up if they are written using the custom rules form.
Additionally, this overview does not cover Reddit’s new chat feature, since reports on that
system goes directly to staff instead of volunteers. In brief, Reddit’s new live chat feature
allows individual messages to be reported; however this can only be done on mobile. Further
complicating the issue, reporting live chat messages does send them directly to Reddit staff for
review, rather than to volunteer moderators; however the visual language for reporting live
chat messages is the same as that of reporting any other post or comment.

Users
Accessibility
Complete
Report link depth

Partial

Report link same page as
incident

Onboarding

No mention of reporting
system in onboarding

Mobile experience

Report option in
breadcrumb, no free
answer for reason

Documentation: system
use

Exists, partial official
coverage, dependent on
mods

Documentation:
accessibility

Depends on mods,
easiest-to-find FAQ
doesn’t mention how to
use
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5

Documentation:
relevance

Depends on mods.

Reddit’s reporting system allows users to report individual comments or posts, whether the
post is a link or a text post. Under each post or comment, as part of a line of different options
for interacting with the post, is a link with icon for reporting. As shown in Figure 1, for posts,
the report option’s placement at the very end of this line distinguishes it from the other
options. However, for comments, this report option is in the middle of the line (see Fig. 2).

Fig. 1. A screenshot of r/all, clearly showing the “Report” option under each post.
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Fig. 2. A screenshot of a mocked-up comment chain, showing the “Report” option under each
post.
When new users sign up, they receive an automated message via Reddit’s private mail system,
shown in Fig. 3. This automated welcome message includes an abbreviated explanation of how
Reddit functions, and a link to the content policy. While the content policy lays out what is and
is not acceptable content, it does not include directions on how to report violations to either
subreddit moderators or Reddit employees.
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Fig. 3. The automated message sent to new accounts on Reddit.
On mobile, Reddit’s app allows users to report posts or comments, though this option is inside
a breadcrumb menu. While most of the options are the same as that of the desktop site, the
mobile reporting system does not allow users to type their own reason for reporting. This, and
the slight distancing of the option, is why I have rated the suggested mobile experience as

partial rather than c omplete. However, for the live chat feature, reporting is only possible on
mobile.
Documentation on how to use the reporting system is extremely sparse. The official help page
(Fig. 4) explaining what the “report” option does is very short and vague. It does not offer many
details on how reports are handled, or the relationship between reporting, moderators, and
Reddit staff. It also does not say what form reports take, exactly who can see it, or what kind of
information is attached.
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Fig. 4. Reddit’s official help page on the topic of reporting.
Further documentation of rules and reporting is highly dependent on subreddit. For example,
the large subreddit r/science has very comprehensive rules for submissions and commenting,
with an accompanying extensive wiki page containing further information. A screenshot of
this page is in Figure 5. The same page also tells readers what to report, and how to appeal
moderator decisions. However, other subreddits may not use the wiki feature, or not have such
lengthy rules explanations. Some subreddits may rely on users intuiting the use of the report
option instead of explicitly stating how to use these systems.
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Fig. 5. r/science’s rules page, hosted on the r/science wiki. The top sentence, detailing what to
report and how to appeal decisions, has been highlighted by the author of this report.
In summary, while reporting is easy to find and visible under every piece of content on the site,
information on what reports do, who they go to, and what information is included ranges from
highly detailed and subreddit-specific to sparse official documentation. In the absence of a
subreddit subculture that encourages use of the reporting system, and moderators who
document this system of their own volition, there seems to be little effort made to encourage
Reddit users to understand the reporting system. The focus on reporting only publicly visible
content also means that harassment that comes in the form of private messages is difficult to
report; while users have access to a mute function, there is no system that can allow a user to
seek help in the case of receiving harassing private messages.

Ease of use
Complete
Label clarity
Clarity: report destination
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Partial

Sparse

Option clearly labelled.
Frequent user
misconception that
reports go to staff.
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Clarity: report handler
Appropriateness of
options

See above.
Dependant on
sub-specific rules.

Exclusivity of options
Free description

Only one option can be
chosen.
Only for “it breaks
subreddit rules”; not on
mobile. 100 char max.

Attachments

Not allowed.

Desired outcomes

No allowance for noting
desired outcomes.

Filing multiple reports

No new reports on the
same post from the same
user; this is hidden

Editing reports

Not allowed.

Though the report function itself is clearly labelled, there is little other information about who
sees the report or where the report goes. One frequent user misconception is that reports go
directly to Reddit staff, when in fact they go to moderators. Although this is stated on Reddit’s
official help page, the persistence of this misconception suggests that very few users ever read
the official documentation. This misconception also means that users may be unaware of who
is able to read their report.
Additionally, the reporting form itself (Fig. 6) does not indicate who will receive the report. The
links to documentation may in fact confuse the issue further, as it prioritizes Reddit content
policy over the subreddit-specific rules. This implies Reddit staff receive the report since its
guidelines are more prominent, though this is not the case.
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Fig. 6. The reporting form, for r/science.
The reporting reasons can be mapped as (text taken verbatim, except where in square
brackets):
●

It’s spam or abuse
○

This Is Spam

○

This Is Abusive Or Harassing
■

■

■
●

It’s targeted harassment
●

At me

●

At someone else

It threatens violence or physical harm
●

At me

●

At someone else

It’s rude, vulgar or offensive

It breaks [the subreddit]’s rules
○

[Listed rules dependant on what moderators have set; these rules can apply only
to posts, only to comments, or to both posts and comments.]

○

Custom response1

1

The form does not indicate a maximum length, but any reason longer than 100 characters returns an
error message, as can be seen in Fig. 7.
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●

Other issues2
○

It infringes my copyright

○

It infringes my trademark rights

○

It’s personal and confidential information

○

It’s sexual or suggestive content involving minors

○

It’s involuntary pornography

○

It’s a transaction for prohibited goods or services

○

Report this content under NetzDG

○

It’s threatening self-harm or suicide

Depending on the subreddit moderators and its specific moderation needs, these reasons could
be extremely expansive or relatively sparse. Subreddit-specific rules may also make some
options redundant, particularly those about personal and confidential information (may
overlap with common community rules against doxxing), or against harassment and abuse.
Outside of the custom response, users cannot include any additional information. Users cannot
attach any media that might corroborate their report, such as screenshots (which can be useful
since Reddit users can edit their comments, and no one aside from staff members can see the
edit history of any post or comment). Users also cannot indicate any desired outcome. Because
all reports are geared towards flagging single posts, it also becomes hard for users to link an
incident to a longer history of bad behavior from the accused user. While a workaround for
these exists in the form of modmail, or a private message sent to the entire moderation team of
a subreddit, this is not part of the reporting system per se.

2

Since all of these messages refer to Reddit’s Terms of Service specifically, these reports may go straight
to staff rather than moderators, but it is not marked as such and this was not tested.
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Fig. 7. The custom response option for Reddit’s reporting form, returning an error due to a
101-character long reason.
While it is physically possible for a user to click “Report” and submit multiple reports on the
same post, only the original report is sent to the moderators. Subsequent reports from the
same user on the same post or comment are not actually submitted to moderators. The form
does not indicate that this is the case.
Once sent, a report cannot be modified by the user who sent it.
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Communications
Complete

Partial

Report status updates
Status update timeliness

Not possible due to
system design.
Not applicable; see above.

Report history viewing

Not possible for users to
view submitted reports.

One-on-one
communication

Modmail system only
allows for one-way mass
communication.

Notification of other
involved users

Entirely at moderator
discretion, using standard
PM or AutoMod/mod
bots.

Re-opening reports

Sparse

Users cannot re-open or
view past cases.

By design, Reddit reports are always anonymously submitted. This creates some difficulties
when it comes to communication between relevant parties around reports.
Private communications on Reddit revolve around use of the private messaging system. One
form of private messaging, modmail, allows a single user to send a message to all moderators
of a subreddit. Individual moderators can then reply to that initial message, and the resulting
chain is viewable by the initiating user and all moderators. There is no equivalent in the
opposite direction, and moderators cannot send a message to a user in their position as a
moderator.
Thus, report status updates are impossible, since moderators do not know who submitted the
reports. Timeliness is therefore not applicable. A user cannot see their past reports since these
reports are not tied to the account. Therefore, it is also impossible to re-open a case, since
users cannot see what their old reports are nor know what actions were taken.
Both partial cases are borderline, since they rest on moderator discretion and prior knowledge
of the modmail system. Users can notify moderators about reports they have made if they
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remember the specific incident and report reason they selected, via modmail. However,
without a user first establishing a modmail chain, moderators cannot initiate a conversation.
Similarly, other involved users can be informed via the private messaging system or even via
public automated reply, but setting up this system is entirely at moderator discretion.

Privacy
Complete
Anonymous reporting

All reports are
anonymous.

Log-in requirement

Users must be logged in to
report.

Bystander reporting

Partial

Sparse

Allowed in two cases, plus
possible subreddit
-specific rules.

User–report association

Reports never associated
to reporting user.

Public visibility

Reports entirely private.

Visibility disclosure

No statement of privacy in
reporting form.

Report expiration

Reports do not expire.

Users must be logged in to file a report, but by design, all reports are submitted anonymously
on Reddit. Because of this, all reports are entirely private and users cannot be associated with
any given report.
Although all information about reports is private and only viewable by moderators, nothing on
the reporting form makes it clear that this is the case; this goes hand in hand with confusion
over where reports go. It is also not clear whether or not other data about the report (such as
the date and timestamp) might be captured by the reporting system.
Excluding subreddit-specific rules, two cases allow bystander reporting, where a user files a
report on the behalf of another person. These are for the reasons “it’s threatening violence or
physical harm”, and “it’s targeted harassment”; the third-level options for these reasons are “at
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me” or “at someone else”. However, users cannot specify who the target of violence or
harassment is.
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Moderators
Any user could become a volunteer moderator on Reddit. The creator of a subreddit has the
ability to invite other users to become moderators, which entails being given special
permissions. These permissions are broken into Access, Mail, Config, Posts, Flair, Wiki, Chat
config, and Chat operator. For the reporting system, the most relevant permissions are:
●

Access: for user bans;

●

Mail: access to modmail;

●

Config: access to AutoModerator;

●

Posts: access to all moderation queues (modqueue, unmoderated posts, edited, spam,
reports), moderator actions on posts (approve/remove, distinguish comment as
moderator, ignore reports);

All permissions additionally grant access to traffic reports and the mod log, which records all
actions taken by the moderators of a subreddit.

Accessibility
Complete
Report centralization

Modqueue groups all
flagged content.

Dashboard access

One click from subreddit
page > mod tools

Partial

Mobile experience

Can access key functions,
but clunkier

Report default sorting

Reports attached to the
reported post, displayed
in chronological order
(newest at top)

Report alternate sorting
Report legibility
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Sparse

Reports cannot be sorted
by other categories.
Reports are generally
clear and easy to read, but
only displays short text.
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Moderators can find reports by browsing the subreddit, as reports will be displayed to them.
However, the far more convenient method is to go to modqueue or the report queue
specifically, which is very easily accessed from the subreddit front page as a moderator. The
modqueue shows all posts or comments that might require moderator action; generally
speaking these are all posts that have been flagged by user report, and potentially any posts
that the spam filter has picked up.

Fig. 8. A screenshot of modqueue, displaying two reported posts, one with multiple reports.
All posts in modqueue are displayed chronologically, with the newest post or comment at the
top. Reports are shown underneath, ordered from most frequent report reason to least.
However, it is unclear how report reasons with equal numbers of reports are ordered. Each
custom response will receive their own line. Reports are displayed as “X: [reason in full]”,
where X is the number of reports using that reason. Figure 9 demonstrates a highly-reported
post with multiple custom responses, as well as many reports using subreddit-specific rules.
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Fig. 9. A post showing a highly-reported post, displaying multiple reports for the same reason
as well as multiple custom responses. Taken from an r/bestofreports post.
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Ease of use
Complete

Partial

Automation

Some automation exists
for generating reports but
not for sorting them.

Third-party tool support

Third party tools exist,
supporting them is not a
priority.

Report content:
user-provided
information

Clear presentation of all
user-provided
information.

Report: system-provided
info

Displayed clearly; only
info is frequency of report
per reason.

Relevance of information

Provided information
clearly relevant.

Info completeness

Sparse

Key info present but
important info such as
report timestamp missing

One mod, many reports

No limit on how many
reports one mod can
handle.

Many mods, one report

No limit on how many
mods can act upon
reports.

Conflict handling

Last-mod-wins model;
latest action overwrites
others.

Reddit’s moderator tools for handling reports has developed over the years. Automated tools
for automatically flagging posts or comments now exist thanks to AutoModerator, which can
handle both simple phrase blacklists as well as regex filters. However, it only works to generate
reports, and cannot be used to sort or categorize reports that have already been made. Third
party tools exist, and some subreddits may have a moderator who specializes in developing
custom suites of tools, but again few are geared towards report management.
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Though the presented information is both clear and relevant, it is rather scarce. Setting aside
the anonymous nature of all reports, important information such as report timestamps do not
exist.
Moderators have two direct responses to a report. They can either remove the flagged content,
or ignore the reports. Removing the flagged content hides it from the view of users and
replaces publicly visible content with a “removed by moderator” mark, though moderators can
still see it. A post that is being hit with frivolous reports can be set to “ignore reports”, meaning
that all new reports will be suppressed and go unseen by moderators. As can be seen in Fig. 10,
the reports can be later accessed but are hidden in a drop-down menu. Any moderator with the
appropriate permissions for managing content and seeing the report queue can overturn or
reinstate these actions; whichever action is last taken is the one that “wins”.

Fig. 10. A screenshot showing an approved post with ignored reports (topmost), an approved
post with one report (middle) and a removed but not reported post (bottom).
Complete
Docs: how to use
reporting tools
Docs: access
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Partial

Sparse

Mod guidelines exist but
are more general.
Present in mod sidebar in
mod tools view, sent to
new mods in automatic
message.
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Docs: relevance

Explains technical aspect,
but no guidelines on e.g.
handling harassment as a
mod.

Escalation: removal

Escalation: bans

Content can be removed;
must be done
individually, no mass
removal tools.
Bans can be set, timed or
permanent, with reason
and mod note

Escalation: mediation

No built-in mediation
tools; can be achieved to
limited effect via
modmail.

Escalation: path to T&S

No special path to T&S.

Reddit has created a set of articles and guidelines aimed at helping moderators. These are sent
to new moderators upon accepting their first set of permissions, and are featured at the bottom
of the moderation sidebar. While they deal with general best practices on how to run a
subreddit, and the technical aspects of setting bans or removing content, it does not deal with
something as specific as handling reports, or how to deal with reports of harassment or abuse.
There are few tools that speed up the work of report responses. There are no mass-removal or
mass-approval tools without the use of third-party extensions. Individual bans can be
permanent or timed, with an optional ban reason, and moderator notes. Mediation tools are
hampered by a communication system that relies on modmail and obscures the identity of one
key party, meaning that short of moderators already knowing who has submitted the report,
and the history of previous clashes, dispute mediation is difficult with the built-in tools.
When dealing with repeat harassers evading bans (easy to do since bans that moderators hand
out are limited to account bans), or other situations outside of a moderator’s ability to respond,
there is no special pathway to talk to Reddit staff. While informally their reports may hold
more weight, this is entirely speculative. Moderators rely on the same communications
channels as all users: emailing Reddit staff, or privately messaging r/reddit.com.
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Communications
Complete

Partial

Private logging

Moderator log tracks all
mod actions but not
reports.

Report history

Can restore reports if
previously ignored;
however if comment is
removed, disappears from
queue

Notification of involved
users

Can workaround via
modmail, one-way.

One-on-one
communication

See above.

Sparse

Notification responsibility

Per-subreddit basis.

Re-opening reports

Not possible due to lack of
report history logs.

Intra-mod
communication

To limited effect with
modmail; difficult to have
persistent searchable
communications.

The moderator log tracks all moderator actions in chronological order, but does not track
reports. Once a reported post or comment is removed from the subreddit, it (along with its
comments) will no longer appear in modqueue. While this helps de-clutter the queue, it means
moderators who want to keep a record will have to keep the permanent link to these deleted
comments themselves.
Using the modmail system, moderators can talk to the author of a reported post, but as
mentioned before, this requires moderators to make the first step, and moderators cannot
reach out to the reporters. The responsibility of informing involved users will vary from
subreddit to subreddit, if there is such a responsibility at all.
Reopening a report is technically possible: if a comment was reported, removed, but later
reinstated, the reports will remain attached to that comment or post. However, it will no longer
show up in modqueue, even if a new report is made against it. This effectively means reporting
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a reinstated comment is very ineffective, since it is unlikely that moderators will see the new
report.
Persistent notes or intra-moderator communication is limited. Moderators can leave removal
reasons for each other on deleted comments or banned users, and can talk to each other via a
modmail sent from a moderator to their own team. However, both methods are very hard to
archive and search through, especially since moderator notes are attached to the specific ban
modmail or removed comment. Removal reasons are also limited to 100 characters.

Fig. 11. A screenshot of a comment removal reason, as a moderator would see it. The black text
bubble appears after clicking or hovering over “Removal reason”.

Privacy
Complete
Personally identifying
information

Mod actions (with
timestamp and username)
captured in mod log,
otherwise not public.
System captures no
information about users
who make reports.

Public logging
Immediacy of public docs

No reports are logged
publicly.
Not applicable.

Additional security
measures
Anti-spam/anti-abuse
features
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Sparse

Collects no PII about
users or mods.

Visibility of moderators

Report association

Partial

Mods not encouraged to
employ security measures
e.g. 2FA
Limited; officially, report
abuse of system to staff
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Reddit’s reporting system will record no personally identifying information about moderators
as they act. The only log of their actions, the moderator log, is visible only to moderators on
that subreddit. Again, the system does not associate reports with users, and only associates
moderators with actions taken; without an explicit statement, such as a removal reason, there
is no clear way of indicating if an action was taken in response to a particular report. No aspect
of a report is publicly logged.
Though Reddit allows accounts to set two-factor authentication, moderators are not informed
of security best practices in the official moderator guidelines; presumably moderators are
expected to learn from fellow moderators of the importance of digital security. The system
itself has a few anti-spam measures, mostly limited to the ability to ignore reports. Officially, at
the end of Reddit’s content moderation guide, moderators are to report abuses of the reporting
system to staff.

Fig. 12. A screenshot of the moderator log. Note that it reverts back to pre-redesign Reddit.
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Conclusion
One of the strengths of Reddit’s reporting system is the immediacy of a reporting option, and
the relative ease with which one can make a report. Additionally, while making all reports
anonymous causes some troubles with regards to documentation, it does ensure the privacy of
all reporters. Culturally, as can be seen in Fig. 9, the report button is not always used seriously;
one reporter jokingly calls it a “super downvote”. With the lack of guides around reporting, and
the highly variable moderation styles that can be found from one subreddit to the next, it is
unsurprising that the usefulness of a report will also widely vary. While the moderator queue is
undoubtedly useful, as is the ability to leave removal reasons and the ability to see rough
chronological actions in the mod log, intra-mod communication on Reddit itself is still
somewhat basic.
Ultimately, Reddit’s reporting system is very well suited to one-off instances of unacceptable
content, and ill-suited for reporting either harassment in private messages or long histories of
unacceptable behaviour.
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Facebook Groups
Because of the prevalence of A/B testing on Facebook, I cannot guarantee what this assessment
uncovers will be the experience of all users on Facebook. In the process of writing this report,
multiple features changed, with new functionality added or moved around. Therefore, the
entire system needs to be understood as something subject to constant unannounced change.
Facebook, broadly speaking, relies on the use of commercial content moderators, often based
far from the cultural contexts they are expected to moderate. Though Facebook is popularly
thought of as not using volunteer moderators, Facebook Groups remains an exception.
Facebook Groups allows any user to create a community group, ostensibly for ease of
communication or centered around a particular topic of interest. Unlike most of Facebook,
Facebook Groups allows volunteers to act as moderators or administrators for the group, and
these volunteers can choose to remove content or users from the group.
This report is only concerned with the reporting system for reporting within Facebook Groups.
While this will overlap somewhat with Facebook’s site-wide reporting systems, it will focus
heavily on the mechanism for reporting to group administrators and moderators.

Users
Accessibility
Complete
Report link depth

Report link in
breadcrumb menu for
posts.

Onboarding

Mobile experience
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Partial

Sparse
Reporting for comments
is a five-step process.
No mention of reporting
system in onboarding,
either as new user or new
group member.

Reporting functionality
almost identical except
for minor text variations.
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Documentation: system
use

Documentation exists but
with unclear labelling in
official help guides.

Documentation:
accessibility

Documentation:
relevance

Group-specific
documentation is difficult
to access; official help
does not detail how to
report to group admin.
No official documents on
reporting to group
admins, only reporting
groups to Facebook;
otherwise group
dependent.

Overall, while reporting posts or comments to Facebook uses a fairly well-developed system,
reporting to group administrators is far less well-supported. Generally speaking, it is easy to
make a report, although the process can be confusing especially when it comes to questions of
who sees the report and the distinction between reporting to a group admin and to Facebook.
There is one prominent gap in reportable content. An admin’s posts cannot be reported to the
group, only to Facebook.

Fig. 13. A screenshot showing the reporting options available on a post on Facebook Groups.
A report can be made against any post from the breadcrumb menu. There are two available
reporting functions, as shown in Fig. 13. “Leave feedback or report post” reports the content in
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question to Facebook, and uses a completely different form. “Report to group admin” flags the
content for group administrators and moderators to address. As can be seen in Fig. 14, the
options on mobile are almost the same, although the option to report to Facebook has been
truncated to “Leave feedback”. Otherwise, the process remains identical for users. New users
or new group members are not taught how to use this report function, the distinction between
reporting to admins or to Facebook, or how to access it.

Fig. 14. A series of screenshots illustrating the reporting process for Facebook Groups on
mobile (iOS). From left to right: the breadcrumb or long-press menu, the confirmation
window, and a feedback message.
However, this process looks very different for comments. To report a comment, a user must
first choose to “Hide this comment” in the breadcrumb menu. Once hidden, the comment is
replaced by a single line containing links to further actions, namely unhiding the comment,
blocking the user, or reporting the comment. Choosing to report the comment calls up a form
with two radio buttons letting users choose to report to group admins, or to Facebook. There is
an additional confirmation box after choosing to report the comment to group admins. From
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clicking on the breadcrumb to opening the form for reporting to admins, this is a three-step
process involving counterintuitive options.
Documentation on how to use the reporting system exists, but is very sparse. It can be found in
Facebook’s help guide, but only by searching; the Group category under the help page does not
make any mention of reporting whatsoever. Facebook functionality is a constantly-moving
target, due to constant design changes and A/B testing. Thus, the quality and relevance of any
documentation on reporting in Facebook Groups rests largely on the documentation created by
the group’s users and moderators, making this highly variable.

Fig. 15. The process of reporting a comment, on desktop. In numbered order: hovering over
the breadcrumb menu (1), hiding the comment (2), the results of clicking “Report” (3) in the
new line of links (highlighted with a red outline added by author) with a form specifying type
of report (4), and a confirmation window (5).

Ease of use
Complete
Label clarity
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Partial

Sparse

Option for reporting to
group admins is clear, but
could be confused with
reporting to company
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Clarity: report destination

Label explicitly says
report goes to group
admins.

Clarity: report handler

See above.

Appropriateness of
options

Not applicable when reporting to group admins; with update, would be graded
‘sparse’ due to options referring mostly to Facebook TOS, not group rules.

Exclusivity of options

Can select one reason
only.

Free description

Not possible.

Attachments

Not possible.

Desired outcomes

Not possible.

Filing multiple reports

Not possible.

Editing reports

Not possible.

Overall, the reporting system for Facebook Groups is very simple and clear but only for one
specific type of report. The system does not allow any report beyond a simple flag to be made.
As previously mentioned, the label for reporting options are quite clear, plainly stating that the
report goes to group administrators. However, its placement and wording could lead users to
confuse reporting to group administrators with reporting to Facebook. This is made more
complicated by the fact that there are pathways for reporting entire groups to Facebook, if the
groups themselves are in violation of Facebook’s rules. This is doubly confusing when
reporting comments, as this option is only revealed after choosing to hide a comment, though
to its credit it is quite clear who will receive the report on the comment. Additionally, as figure
16 shows, the form for reporting to Facebook does not explicitly state it will n
 ot go to group
admins; indeed it does not state who receives this “feedback” at all. Compare this to the final
image of figure 15, which only states that a report will go to group admins with no further
elaboration.
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Fig. 16. A series of screenshots showing the form for reporting a comment to Facebook; this
form is shared for posts. Left to right: the initial screen, the result when searching for “rac[e]”
under “Something Else”, the result when searching “sex” related report reasons.
Previously, there was no way to elaborate on a report to group administrators, as can be seen
in figures 2 and 3. Users could only say that a given post or comment is report-worthy, and
could not provide further explanations as to what about it broke group rules or raised
concerns. In the process of writing this report, Facebook rolled out an unannounced update to
reporting posts in groups. Where previously reporting to administrators did not allow one to
choose a reporting reason, figure 17 shows the new confirmation screen for reporting a post to
group admins. This new form allows a user to pick from a few set reasons for reporting.
However, users still cannot reference official group rules; neither the “Breaks group rule” nor
the “Other” option allows further elaboration. Note also that the set reasons reference
Facebook’s own TOS, not group rules. Additionally, users cannot openly respond, attach
media, indicate desired outcomes, file more than one report on a post, or edit or retract reports
after the fact.
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Fig. 17. The new (as of 9th Jan 2019) form for reporting a post to group admins on Facebook
Groups, with the Other option selected.

Communications
Complete
Report status updates
Status update timeliness

Partial

Sparse
Not possible due to
system design.

Not applicable; see above.

Report history viewing

Not possible for users to
view submitted reports.

One-on-one
communication

The system does not have
a channel for users to
speak to the moderator
handling the report
except by inference.

Notification of other
involved users

The system will not
automatically notify other
involved users.

Re-opening reports

Users cannot re-open or
view past cases.
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Possibly due to the fairly simple nature of reporting in Facebook Groups, communications
around reports are either rudimentary or nonexistent. Reports, once made, leave a user’s
control. Users cannot see what they have previously reported. This is especially true of
reported comments, since reporting requires hiding the comment, and the “unhide” link
disappears along with the entire comment after refreshing the discussion page.
Because group members can see who the administrators and moderators are, they could
ostensibly get around some of these difficulties by using Facebook Messenger. However,
messages sent between users who have not friended each other are deprioritized, so there is no
guarantee an unfriended user will receive a message. Friending the administrator gets around
this hurdle, but it also suggests intimacy that may feel inappropriate or overly daunting
depending on the issue at hand.

Privacy
Complete
Anonymous reporting

Log-in requirement

Sparse
Reporter’s username,
presumably full name,
associated with report.

Users must be logged in to
report.

Bystander reporting
User–report association

Partial

Not possible.
Each report corresponds
to a user.

Public visibility

Reports entirely private.

Visibility disclosure

No statement of privacy in
reporting form.

Report expiration

Reports do not expire.

From a quick glance, the majority of Facebook Groups seem to require prospective new users
to join the group in order to post. This necessarily means users must be logged in to interact
and report within the group. Coupled with Facebook’s real-name policies, this translates to a
very low degree of potential anonymity.
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As stated, anonymous reporting is not possible within Facebook Groups, nor can one report on
behalf of another. Each report made is linked to the user who makes it. Although reports are
entirely private, in that only group administrators and moderators will see it, there are no
statements of privacy in any of the reporting forms. This means that users may not be aware
that this is the case. Reports do not expire in this system.

Moderators
Users in charge of governing a group on Facebook are split between administrators and
moderators. While they largely have similar permissions with regards to hiding or deleting
content and controlling users’ access to the group, administrators can additionally grant
moderator or administrator privileges. In the interests of brevity, I will refer to both
administrators and moderators simply as “moderators”, since the extra ability to grant
permissions is not relevant to this section.
Because different products on Facebook are handled differently, the effects of
identically-named moderator actions can vary between products, so hiding a comment on
Pages is not the same as hiding a comment on Groups. For Pages, hiding a comment means
that no one can see the comment, except for the comment’s author and their friends. On
Groups, hiding a comment means that only the user who hid that comment cannot see it,
including moderators; in other words it is an individual account action, not a moderator action.

Accessibility
Complete
Report centralization

“Moderate group” link
functions as central dash.

Dashboard access

Link is in group sidebar
for moderator accounts.

Partial

Mobile experience

Can access key functions,
but without some of the
information on desktop.

Report default sorting

Reports attached to the
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reported post, displayed
in chronological order
(newest at top)
Report alternate sorting
Report legibility

Reports cannot be sorted
by other categories.
Reports are generally
clear and easy to read.

Fig. 18. A screenshot of the groups page on desktop, showing the banner alerting moderators to
the presence of reports.
It is quite easy to see if there have been reported posts on Facebook. Upon reaching the group
page, if there are reported posts, moderators will be alerted with a red banner that takes them
directly to the central dashboard, as can be seen in Fig. 18. This dashboard can also be easily
accessed in the sidebar, under “Moderate group”.
On mobile, it is also quite easy to reach the central dashboard. An “Admin Tools and Settings”
link is directly under the group banner, with a notification number showing how many
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member reports there are. Tapping it opens a set of “Admin Tools”, including quick access to a
log of moderator activity and access to the report queue. The report queue looks much the
same as it does on the desktop, though some features that provide extra information, such as
hovering to view histories of moderator actions taken against a particular user, are not
available in the app.

Fig. 19. Screenshots showing Admin Tools on the Facebook app. Left to right: the group’s
landing page, the Admin Tools menu, the report queue.
Reports are sorted chronologically and grouped with the reported post or comment. They
cannot be further sorted or grouped. Multiple reports on a single post are displayed with the
name of each user, and a count of how many reports have been made overall on that post or
comment. These are generally clear and easy to read. Figures 19 and 20 show the report queue,
the former on mobile and the latter on desktop. The icon signifying that the post author has
had moderator actions taken against them in the past, a white exclamation mark on a grey
triangle, can be seen in both. However, it only reveals additional useful information on
desktop.
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Fig. 20. A screenshot of the “Reported by members” page, showing reported posts and
comments in chronological order, newest at the top.
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Ease of use
Complete

Partial

Sparse

Automation

Not currently available.

Third-party tool support

Not currently supported.

Report content:
user-provided
information

Easy to read, though
relatively subtle.

Report: system-provided
info

Includes summary of # of
mod actions taken against
post/comment author

Relevance of information

Reporting reasons
rudimentary, cannot
reference group’s own
rules.

Info completeness

Generally enough
information; however,
information presented
assumes events in
isolation

One mod, many reports

No limit on how many
decisions a mod can
make.

Many mods, one report

Not applicable; binary single-decision outcome for all reports.

Conflict handling

“Last action wins” system.

Facebook Groups does not support third-party extensions, and it does not have a way for
moderators to address reports at scale. There are no mass approval or removal tools that are
currently available.
For now, reporting reasons are displayed as a few words on the end of the report notification,
as can be seen in the third report in Fig. 20. However, since these reasons are pre-filled and
cannot reference the group’s own rules, they are of limited use to moderators. Additional
provided information includes a summary of mod actions taken against the reported post’s
author, shown in a tooltip on hovering (see fig. 21). This amounts to a count of how many posts
or comments, collectively called “things”, that have been deleted by the moderators in that
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group in the past 90 days. While it conveys at a glance if this user has been subject to heavy
moderator scrutiny in the past, it provides no further context nor links to descriptions of those
deleted things.

Fig. 21. A screenshot on desktop, showing the “recent action taken on X” tooltip.
Taken together, the information provided to moderators is generally enough to sort out most
cases, but there may be more complex situations involving longstanding patterns of behaviour
from one or more users that this system cannot surface.
Because each report is treated as a flag with only two outcomes, keeping or deleting the
content, there is no limit to how many reports a moderator can address. Additionally, since
every report’s outcome in the system is a binary single decision, it does not make sense to ask
whether or not multiple moderators can handle a single report. Conflicts are handled on a “last
decision wins” system, where the latest action taken is the one that persists.

Complete
Docs: how to use
reporting tools
Docs: access

Docs: relevance
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Partial

Sparse

Primers available but
constant updating means
they lag.
Immediate links to
Facebook mod guides in
sidebar.
General guides on broad
topics e.g. how to write
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rules.
Escalation: removal

Escalation: bans

Can remove a comment,
binary decision (but see
discrepancies)
Can remove user, remove
and prevent from
rejoining (block), mute
user, require mod
approval for user posts

Escalation: mediation

Escalation: path to T&S

No built-in mediation;
comms hampered by
non-friend message
suppression.
Very easy to report to
Facebook directly.

As can be seen in Fig. 19, Facebook provides guides on how to moderate groups. These links
are easier to access on mobile, since they are in the admin tools menu, but they are still easy to
find on desktop. The overall thrust of these guides centers on how to effectively settle disputes,
write rules, and provide a coherent group experience. Figure 22 shows Facebook’s help section
for group administrators and moderators; Figure 23 shows the expanded text for the section on
reported posts. Note that the full article does not differ from the version shown in Fig. 23 as of
time of writing.
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Fig. 22. Facebook’s help guide, section on Group Management for Admins.

Fig. 23. The expanded text on how to deal with reports as an admin of a group, from Facebook’s
help guide.
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The intricacies of dealing with reports are less well covered, generally boiling down to asking if
the content violates group rules or Facebook’s terms; in the former case moderators are to
remove it, and in the latter, they are to both remove it and report it to Facebook. The fast pace
of updates, many unannounced, also means that more technical guides may be prone to
becoming outdated quickly, which would explain the focus on more general guides.
As previously mentioned, escalatory moderator actions involve removing content, removing
content and muting the author, or removing content and banning the author. The list of
actions available to a moderator on a reported post is in Figure 24. Outside of the report queue,
however, moderators have a wide range of actions available to them. They can require
moderator approval for all of the posts from that author (either permanently or for a duration),
mute that user, remove the user from the group, or remove the user and prevent them from
re-joining the group (blocking). However, r estoring removed content is exceedingly difficult.

Fig. 24. A screenshot showing the moderator actions available on a reported post, with the
expanded list of actions shown.
While Facebook’s guides include some articles on the importance of mediation and one-on-one
communication, their reporting system itself has little to no ability to allow moderators to act
as mediators. There is no way to talk to an involved user from within the reporting system
itself, and all communications must be handled via Facebook Messenger.
Escalating to Facebook Trust and Safety is very easy, and in some ways more accessible than
reporting to group administrators. Moderators do not have a special channel to do so, but the
sheer ease by which anyone can report to Facebook means that this may be unnecessary.
However, this ease is hampered by the opaque way in which Facebook deals with reports; in
my conversations with current Facebook group moderators, they mentioned that they were
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unsure if any report (not just the option that explicitly sends a report to Facebook) would alert
the company. Consequently, some groups chose not to use any report functions at all out of
fear that this would bring unwelcome attention from Facebook Trust & Safety, who they did
not trust to give a fair assessment of the group.

Communications
Complete
Private logging

Partial

Sparse

Tracks some moderator
actions.

Report history

No report history is saved.

Notification of involved
users

No built-in way to alert
involved users.

One-on-one
communication

Requires use of separate
product.

Notification responsibility

No clear responsibilities.

Re-opening reports

Not possible.

Intra-mod
communication

Can be done with notes.

Facebook moderators have access to a log of all administrator activity. This lists,
chronologically with newest at the top, most actions taken by administrators. A notable
exception to this is turning off comments on a post, which, even if undertaken by a moderator,
is not recorded in the activity log. This may be because this function is an extension of the
ability for any user to turn off commenting for their own posts, but this is merely speculation.
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Fig. 25. A screenshot of the activity log, including moderator notes.
As a form of inter-moderator communication, moderators can leave notes on actions that they
have taken, only visible to other moderators. Currently, these notes cannot be edited by
anyone other than their author, nor can another moderator reply to an existing note.
Since reports are not saved after they are dealt with, reports cannot be re-opened or viewed
after their resolution. Moderators cannot communicate with each other or group members
within this system, needing to use Messenger instead. The caveats to this workaround still
apply: Messenger deprioritizes messages sent between un-friended users, and friending
someone implies a level of intimacy or access that may be detrimental and unnecessary.
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Privacy
Complete
Personally identifying
information

Mod actions (with
timestamp and username)
captured in mod log,
otherwise not public.
Each user directly
associated with report.

Public logging
Immediacy of public docs

Sparse

Due to real-name policy,
username is PII

Visibility of moderators

Report association

Partial

No reports are logged
publicly.
Not applicable.

Additional security
measures

Mods not encouraged to
employ security measures
e.g. 2FA

Anti-spam/anti-abuse
features

Minimal, plus no clear
permissions hierarchy.

Facebook’s username policies, which strongly encourage users to create accounts under their
real names and to keep to one account only, means that usernames are personally-identifying
information. The social networking component of the site also makes it extremely easy for
people to find out personal information about a user given their username and a link to their
account page, both of which this reporting system captures and provides to moderators. Thus,
the system collects PII for reporting users, reported users, and moderators. Conversely,
although moderator actions are captured in an activity log, this data is not otherwise public.
Each user is directly associated with the reports they make, and each moderator is directly
associated with the actions they perform. Though no reports are publicly logged, there is
another concerning factor not disclosed by Facebook: whether or not reports to group
administrators are logged b
 y Facebook.
Though additional security measures are available for all users, such as enabling two-factor
authentication, there is no mention of their specific use or value to group moderators. The
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reporting system does not seem to have specific anti-spam or anti-abuse measures in place,
suggesting that a moderator’s main recourse to abuse of the system would be to contact
Facebook and hope that the company would deal with the issue. Any administrator account
could hypothetically change group and moderator permissions for every single group member.
This means that it would be very difficult to contain a compromised account in the event of a
hacked account or other bad-faith actor who managed to gain administrator permissions.

Conclusion
Facebook Groups’ reporting system has a few notable strengths. For moderators, the system is
fairly flexible in the breadth of possible actions for sanctioning users, and the system captures
some useful information, such as number of moderator actions taken against a reported post’s
author. At the same time, its constant development shows that there is some level of
investment put into developing the system.
However, its main weakness is the lack of clear communication when it comes to data visibility
and functionality. Though the system allows moderators to perform a wide range of actions
against bad-faith users, they are not always clearly labelled as such. For users, although
reporting posts is simple and clearly labelled, reporting comments requires making some
counterintuitive choices. Although the system captures personally identifying information, it
never tells users that it does so, and neither users nor moderators are certain exactly what
information is visible to Facebook, and what remains within the group. As a consequence of
such opacity, exacerbated by a rapid pace of unannounced development and constant A/B
testing, users and moderators alike lose trust in the system.
Ultimately, this reporting system is very well suited for reporting a specific type of incident,
that is, a flag on a post containing content that is clearly in violation of group rules, Facebook
terms of service, or both. It is ill-suited for cases more complex than this, or for longer-term
issues.
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Takeaways
While the specific needs of a reporting system built for Wikipedia will of course be different to
Reddit and Facebook Groups, there are still takeaways to be had from this assessment. One
very important thing to keep in mind is that these platforms are teaching their users what to
expect of reporting systems on other platforms; one can reasonably assume a “report” option
on Facebook, much like on Reddit or Twitter, will flag that post to some other group for review.
There is no reason to assume this will not hold true for new editors’ expectations on Wikimedia
projects.
Both Facebook Groups and Reddit rely on putting the “report” link in as many places as
possible to make it visible. These reports are also all standardized. The major benefit is that,
for common case, a standardized form greatly speeds up and structures the report. This makes
it easier for would-be reporters to use the system, and lets moderators better understand and
deal with reports. The drawback is that, for more complex cases or for cases that require
context to explain, the lack of flexible reporting options like attaching media or free-answer
text fields severely constrains the reporter’s ability to make a useful report.
Communications are not always thought of as part of a reporting system, yet escalation and
mediation rely on easy and clear communication between involved users. Nor is it always clear
where reports end up, or what happens to a report once it is made. Both of these mean that it is
difficult to tell if, as a reporter, you are making any impact at all. At the extreme end, opaque
communications can lead to distrust of the system, as we see in Facebook Groups. Given that
we are designing a reporting system meant to handle potentially sensitive disputes, a lack of
trust would severely hamper its effectiveness.
We see a constant tension between balancing the desire for more information with the need to
respect user privacy. Total anonymity and untraceable reports mean that the reporter’s privacy
is always guaranteed, but makes it more difficult for moderators to resolve issues. However,
attaching personally-identifying information to every report also seems unnecessary. The
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question becomes, how do we adhere to transparency in a way that is safe—both for reporters
and the moderators handling reports—and respects the privacy of reporters?
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Appendix: Templates
Users
Accessibility
Complete

Partial

Sparse

Report link depth

The link to the reporting
system is on the same
page as the incident to be
reported.

The link to the reporting
system is <= 2 clicks from
the incident page.

The reporting system is > 2
clicks from the incident
page.

Onboarding

New users are explicitly
shown how to use the
reporting incident, and
given guidelines for what
is acceptable or not.

Reporting is mentioned in
new user onboarding, and
new users receive some
guidance for finding or
using the reporting
system.

Reporting is not
mentioned at all in new
user onboarding.

Mobile experience

The reporting system on
mobile interfaces is
easy-to-use and does not
lose significant features
compared to the desktop
version.

The reporting system on
mobile retains critical
features, though it may be
harder to find or use.

The reporting system is
very difficult to use on a
mobile platform, or does
not work at all.

Documentation: system
use

Clear documentation
exists on how to use the
reporting system.

Documentation on how to
use the system exists, but
it may be slightly outdated
or unclear.

If documentation on how
to use the system exists, it
is very outdated or
unclear.

Documentation:
accessibility

The system provides links
to documentation clearly
and prominently.

The system provides links
to documentation in a
general menu or in a
partially hidden fashion.

The system provides no
direction to
documentation, or this
direction is greatly
obscured.

Documentation: relevance

The available
documentation is clearly
related to the types of
incidents that are being
reported.

The available
documentation is mostly
related to the types of
incidents being reported.

The available
documentation is
tangentially related to the
types of incidents being
reported.
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Ease of use
Complete

Partial

Sparse

Label clarity

Label names are
indicative of their
function.

Labels are broadly
indicative of their
function.

Labels bear little relation
to their function.

Clarity: report destination

The reporting system
indicates where the
reports will go.

The reporting system
indicates broadly where
the reports will go.

The reporting system does
not indicate where the
reports will go.

Clarity: report handler

The system indicates who
will handle the report.

The system broadly
indicates who will handle
the report.

The system does not
indicate who will handle
the report.

Appropriateness of
options

The provided options
cover the vast majority of
reportable incidents.

The provided options
cover a plurality of
reportable incidents.

The provided options
cover only a few
reportable incidents.

Exclusivity of options

The system allows users to
flag multiple reasons for
reporting.

The system allows users to
flag multiple reasons for
reporting, with limits.

The system does not allow
users to flag more than
one reason for reporting.

Free description

The system allows users to
add their own descriptions
or reasons.

The system allows users to
add their own descriptions
or reasons for certain
cases.

The system does not allow
users to add their own
descriptions or reasons.

Attachments

The system allows users to
attach supporting media.

The system allows users to
attach supporting media
for some cases.

The system does not allow
users to attach supporting
media.

Desired outcomes

The system allows users to
specify desired outcomes.

The system allows users to
specify desired outcomes
in certain cases.

The system does not allow
users to specify desired
outcomes.

Filing multiple reports

The system allows users to
flag multiple incidents
under the same report.

The system allows users to
flag multiple incidents
under the same report,
with limits.

The system does not allow
users to flag multiple
incidents under the same
report.

Editing reports

The system allows users to
edit or retract reports they
have created.

The system allows users to
make limited edits or
retractions to reports they
have filed.

The system does not allow
users to edit or retract
reports they have filed.
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Communications
Complete

Partial

Sparse

Report status updates

Users are notified of all
changes in the status of
their report.

Users are notified of some
changes in the status of
their report.

Users are not notified of
changes in the status of
their report.

Status update timeliness

Users are notified as soon
as their report's status
changes.

Users are notified of status
changes with only a short
delay.

Users are notified of status
changes with significant
delays.

Report history viewing

The system allows users to
view the full history of
their submitted reports.

The system allows users to
view a partial history of
their submitted reports.

The system does not allow
users to view their
submitted reports.

One-on-one
communication

The system allows users to
talk with the moderator
handling their report.

The system allows users to
talk to the moderator
handling their report, with
restrictions.

The system does not allow
users to talk to the
moderator handling their
report.

Notification of other
involved users

The system automatically
notifies other involved
users of the report.

The system can notify
other involved users of the
report, but requires
human intervention to do
so.

The system will not notify
other involved users of the
report.

Re-opening reports

The system allows users to
re-open resolved reports.

The system allows users to
re-open resolved reports
in some cases.

The system does not allow
users to re-open reports.

Complete

Partial

Sparse

Anonymous reporting

The system allows users to
file reports anonymously.

The system allows users to
file reports anonymously
in some circumstances.

The system does not allow
for anonymous reporting.

Log-in requirement

The system requires users
to log in to file a report.

The system requires users
to log in to file some
reports.

The system does not
require users to log in to
file a report.

Bystander reporting

The system allows users to
file a report on another's
behalf.

The system allows users to
file a report on another's
behalf in some
circumstances.

The system does not allow
users to file on another's
behalf.

Privacy
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User–report association

The system directly
associates users with the
reports that they have
made.

The system obfuscates
associations between
users and the reports they
have made.

The system does not
associate users with the
reports they make.

Public visibility

The report that the user
makes is publicly
viewable.

Portions of the report that
the user makes is publicly
viewable.

No information about the
report that the user makes
is publicly viewable.

Visibility disclosure

The system clearly states
what information in the
report will be made
publicly visible.

The system states,
broadly, what information
in the report will be
publicly visible.

The system does not state
what information in the
report will be publicly
visible.

Report expiration

Reports may "expire" after
a certain period of time
with no response.

Some reports may "expire"
after a certain period of
time with no response.

Reports never expire.
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Moderators
Accessibility
Complete

Partial

Sparse

Report centralization

The system includes a
single dashboard where
all reports can be
accessed.

The system includes a few
dashboards where reports
can be accessed.

The system includes
multiple different
dashboards where reports
can be accessed.

Dashboard access

The dashboard(s) are
directly accessible from
the landing page after
logging in as a moderator.

The dashboard(s) can be
accessed in <= 2 clicks
from the landing page.

The dashboard(s) can be
accessed in > 2 clicks from
the landing page.

Mobile experience

The reporting system on
mobile interfaces is
easy-to-use and does not
lose significant features
compared to the desktop
version.

The reporting system on
mobile retains critical
features, though it may be
harder to find or use.

The reporting system is
very difficult to use on a
mobile platform, or does
not work at all.

Report default sorting

The reporting system
logically sorts reports in a
consistent order.

The reporting system
generally sorts reports in a
consistent order.

The reporting system does
not order reports in a
logical manner.

Report alternate sorting

Reports can be viewed and
sorted under a number of
useful categories.

Reports can be viewed and
sorted under a few
categories.

Reports cannot be
categorized or further
sorted.

Report legibility

Reports are clear and easy
to understand, providing
key information at a
glance.

Reports are clear, with key
information accessible.

Reports are unclear, with
key information hidden.
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Ease of use
Complete

Partial

Sparse

Automation

The system includes
useful tools for report
filtering or management,
which can be controlled
and set by the moderators.

The system includes some
tools for report filtering,
but moderators do not
have total control.

The system has no
automated tools for report
filtering.

Third-party tool support

The system is explicitly
open and compatible with
third-party tools.

The system can be made
to work with third-party
tools

The system is
incompatible with
third-party tools.

Report content:
user-provided information

User-provided
information is displayed,
in full where appropriate,
in a clear and
easy-to-understand way.

User-provided
information is generally
provided understandably.

User-provided
information is provided in
a confusing manner, and
some portions may be
missing.

Report: system-provided
info

System-provided
information is displayed
clearly.

System-provided
information is present,
though it may be slightly
obscured.

System-provided
information is obscured
and difficult to access.

Relevance of information

The provided information
is clearly relevant to the
report.

The provided information
is mostly relevant to the
report.

The provided information
is largely irrelevant to the
report.

Info completeness

The provided information
gives moderators all
information needed to act
upon the report.

The provided information
is mostly enough for
moderators to act on the
report.

The provided information
is sparse or inadequate for
moderators to act on the
report.

One mod, many reports

The system can support
multiple moderators
working on a single
report.

In some cases, the system
can support multiple
moderators working on a
single report.

The system does not
support multiple
moderators working on a
single report.

Many mods, one report

The system can support
one moderator working on
multiple reports.

In some cases, the system
can support one
moderator working on
multiple reports.

The system does not
support one moderator
working on multiple
reports.

Conflict handling

The system has a
consistent and logical way
to handle conflicts in
moderator actions.

The system has a mostly
consistent or logical way
to handle conflicts in
moderator actions.

The system has no way to
handle conflicts in
moderator actions.
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Docs: how to use reporting
tools

Clear documentation
exists on how to use the
reporting system.

Documentation on how to
use the system exists, but
it may be slightly outdated
or unclear.

If documentation on how
to use the system exists, it
is very outdated or
unclear.

Docs: access

The system provides links
to documentation clearly
and prominently.

The system provides links
to documentation in a
general menu or in a
partially hidden fashion.

The system provides no
direction to
documentation, or this
direction is greatly
obscured.

Docs: relevance

The available
documentation is clearly
related to the types of
incidents that are being
reported.

The available
documentation is mostly
related to the types of
incidents being reported.

The available
documentation is
tangentially related to the
types of incidents being
reported.

Escalation: removal

The system allows
moderators to remove or
obscure content at their
discretion, in a granular
and flexible way.

The system allows
moderators to remove or
obscure content, in a
sweeping manner.

The system does not allow
moderators to remove or
obscure content.

Escalation: bans

The system allows
moderators to ban
individual users in a
granular method.

The system allows
moderators to ban
individuals in broad, set
ways.

The system does not allow
moderators to ban
individuals.

Escalation: mediation

The system has built-in
mediation tools that can
be used to reach all
involved usrs.

The system has built-in
mediation tools with more
limited reach.

The system has no built-in
mediation tools.

Escalation: path to T&S

The system has a built-in
escalation path allowing
moderators to escalate
select cases to Trust and
Safety.

The system has a built-in
escalation path, but this
can only be used in certain
circumstances or with
other barriers.

The system has no built-in
escalation path to Trust
and Safety.

Partial

Sparse

Communications
Complete
Private logging
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moderator actions.

moderator actions.

moderator actions.

Report history

The system can provide
information on past cases
that are directly relevant
to the current report.

The system can provide
information on past cases
that are somewhat
relevant to the current
report.

The system does not
provide a way to view past
cases that are relevant to
the current report.

Notification of involved
users

The system automatically
notifies other involved
users of the report.

The system can notify
other involved users of the
report, but requires
human intervention to do
so.

The system will not notify
other involved users of the
report.

One-on-one
communication

The system allows
moderators to talk with
the involved users.

The system allows
moderators to talk with
the involved users with
restrictions.

The system does not allow
moderators to talk with
involved users.

Notification responsibility

Moderators have complete
responsibility for
informing involved users.

Moderators have some or
shared responsibility for
informing involved users.

It is unclear who has
responsibility for
notifying involved users.

Re-opening reports

The system allows
moderators to re-open
resolved reports.

The system allows
moderators to re-open
resolved reports in some
cases.

The system does not allow
moderators to re-open
reports.

Intra-mod
communication

The system allows robust
intra-moderator
communication and
note-keeping.

The system allows some
intra-moderator
communication, with
limitations.

The system does not allow
for intra-moderator
communication.

Privacy
Complete

Partial

Sparse

Personally identifying
information

The system collects no
personally identifying
information at all.

The system collects some
identifying information
about reporting users, that
could reveal their identity.

The system collects
enough information about
reporting users that they
can be identified, even if
the report was
anonymous.

Visibility of moderators

The system completely

The system obscures the

The system shows exactly
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anonymizes the identity of
moderators working on a
given report in all logs.

identity of moderators
working on a report, in
public logs.

which moderators are
working on a report, in
public logs.

Report association

The system directly
associates users with the
reports that they have
made.

The system obfuscates
associations between
users and the reports they
have made.

The system does not
associate users with the
reports they make.

Public logging

All reports are publicly
logged, with all details
visible.

Reports may be publicly
logged, with some details
withheld.

No information on reports
are publicly logged.

Immediacy of public docs

Public information about
a report is made available
as soon as possible.

Public information about
a report is made available
at intervals.

Public information about
a report is only
sporadically available.

Additional security
measures

Moderators are required
to use more secure
practices than the average
user.

Moderators are
recommended to use
stronger security
measures than the average
user.

Stronger security for
moderators is not
mentioned at all.

Anti-spam/anti-abuse
features

The system has anti-spam
features built into it, or is
otherwise designed to
mitigate bad faith use of
the system as a
harassment vector.

The system has limited
anti-spam or
anti-harassment features.

The system has no
anti-spam or
anti-harassment features.
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